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ABSTRACT
University course timetabling is a NP-hard problem which is very difficult to solve by conventional methods, we know
scheduling problem is one of the Nondeterministic Polynomial (NP) problems. This means, solving NP problems through
normal algorithm is a time-consuming process (it takes days or months with available equipment) which makes it
impossible to be solved through a normal algorithm like this. In purposed algorithm the problem of university class
scheduling is solved through a new chromosome structure and modifying the normal genetic methods which really
improves the solution in this case. We include lecturer, class and course information in presented algorithm, with all their
Constraints, and it creates optimized scheduling table for weekly program of university after creating primary population
of chromosomes and running genetic operators. In the final part of this paper we conclude from the results of input data
analysis that the results have high efficiency compared with other algorithms considering maximum Constraints.
KEYWORDS: Genetic Algorithm, Chromosome, population, Fitness, Mutation, Generation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling algorithms or Timetabling Problem (TTP) are mainly difficult problems with high computational
complexity which are known as NP-Complete problems. One of the most complex problems concerning scheduling
problems is university scheduling and programming which makes it hard and even impossible to solve scheduling problem
through normal algorithms because of very large state space and available numerous parameters with various Constraints.
Indeed, scheduling problem has been known as a NP-hard problem is a type of decision making problem which is solved
through polynomial scheduling NP algorithms [1]. In university scheduling problem, scheduling mainly means allocating
instructors to courses and placing them in classes at specified time intervals considering necessary Constraints.
Also, we know that manual scheduling requires a lot of time and professionals who should spend several days to
prepare an appropriate schedule whereas error probability is inevitable in manual operation, and this makes the task
difficult. As we mentioned above, using Genetic Algorithm (GA) technique to solve scheduling problem is one of the
under consideration ideas which have been used in numerous cases having ideas which have been used in numerous cases
having notable results [5, 6, 7], moreover, there are other methods for solving TTP of which Graph Coloring Algorithms,
Colony of ants and Memetic Algorithms are the most important ones [4, 9].
In the present paper we attempt to solve university courses scheduling problem through Genetic Algorithms with
high efficiency and precision considering maximum constraint in scheduling, for which we determine time table of starting
and finishing hours for any chromosome, then divide it into small time intervals, and schedule lecturer and instructor
interval considering both form of soft and hard Constraint. It should be mentioned that we can schedule examinations with
acceptable efficiency and speed utilizing this presented method.
Numerous studies have been carried out in this field Sehraneh Ghaemi have proposed Genetic Algorithm that her
main goal is to minimize the number of conflicts in the timetable and for it her purpose two approaches - modified GA and
cooperative GA [2].Edmund Burke, David Elliman, and Rupert Weare have proposed Genetic Algorithm at Department of
computer Science, University of Nottingham, which only applies to acceptable time intervals and it is related to user
interactively [4]. Khaled Mahar presented a genetic algorithm for solving courses scheduling problem in 2006, and realized
it at a university and showed its results [5].
Wilhelm Erben & Jurgenkeppler also designed and realized optimized tables of weekly courses utilizing Genetic
Algorithm [9]. Michael W.Carter divides problem into several sections in his proposed method and uses a greedy
algorithm and an algorithm based on Lagrange function for allocating time intervals and allocating classrooms,
respectively [3]. Considering computational complexity of Genetic Algorithms, actions have been taken to increase their
speed, and in this direction, Abramson D. &Abela J have3 taken advantage of parallel Genetic Algorithms in their research
to solve the problem of designing timetables for schools and they have reported relatively high time advantage compared
with normal genetic algorithms [10], Varac J et al. have presented complete review on application of genetic algorithms in
their research for designing time tables [11] and in our previous work in [15] we purpose a memetic algorithm to solving
University Scheduling Problem that we improve final results here.
2. Problem Formulation
Any response or timetable is considered as a chromosome in university course scheduling problem, which where, S, T,
and R refer to course set, instructors set, and allowed time of classes, respectively; L refers to place or class, and F (T, S,
R, L) means presenting the course S, by instructor T, on time R, and in place L.
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Formula for calculating chromosome size:
(1)
=
∗ (S ∗ 2)
Where, refers to chromosome size, S means course number which its doubling creates instructor's code according
to each course, and
refers to divided time credit number which can be obtained from following formula.
Calculating time periods number in each chromosome:
(2)
= ((
−
) ∗ 2) ∗
Where,
refers to time period number which is assumed 30 minutes and it is changeable through changing required
coefficient rate (
−
);
shows starting hour and
shows ending hour of scheduling which is
receivable from user with 30 minutes precision. This means, the users can specify end hour and start hour of classes. X
represents those days of week which will be scheduled.
2.1. Population size calculation
In the presented method to specify population size (parents and children population), if population size is very large,
algorithm performing speed will decrease intensely. On the other hand, of the population size is small; the problem will
converge on the answer which is not necessarily optimal.
The proposed solution is that population size is a function of the number of events and the length of chromosomes.
This means, increasing the number of events increases population size, and increasing the length of chromosomes
decreases population number manually by users are possible.
∗
(3)
=
∗ , ℎ
=
∗ 1.5
In the first relation, ℎ
is children population size which is 1.5 times as much parent’s population, and in the
second relation,
is the proposed parent’s population. L is available class number, E refers to events number in
chromosome, and as mentioned above,
is desired time periods (equation 2); and K is constant factor for regulating
population size which has been attained through error and effort and it is approximately 80.
3. Constraints
As mentioned above, each Constraints in scheduling courses can be divided into two basic parts, i.e. hard Constraintthat considered totally in scheduling- and soft Constraints- that applied to problem as far as possible. As we know, in
maximum of presented papers, only some of basic Constraints have been applied and not all of Constraints have been
used for scheduling [2] [7] [6] [5] [14].
However, we attempt to use maximum Constraints in scheduling for receive the best response in this paper that we
will discuss them later. In this paper we assume all of considered Constraints in [15], (our previous work) and we work
and improve implementing our purposed algorithm on that constraints in this paper.
4. chromosomes structure
As we mentioned in section 2, in this research any time table has been assumed as a chromosome which every
chromosome has been create as a two-dimensional array.
Actually, generating of the chromosome is transformation of phenotype space into chromosomes. As it is seen from
the figure, columns of this chromosome specify desired class by class code which any 2 columns are considered as one
class and creation of chromosome is done by permutation.
Is should be said that determining presented course group is take out considering predetermined course and it is
extractable using the course feature which has not been shown directly in chromosome. Rows of this chromosome are
created at two step which dividing into the days of week is done at the first stage and dividing the days into time distance
is done at the second stage. Formula (3) shows the method of achieve time intervals, i.e. from start of scheduling every
day until end of scheduling on same day which are divided into changeable periods.

Fig. 1. Displaying a chromosome
5. Crossover Operator
In the proposed algorithm, crossover is performed at two stages: at the first stage, we organize population considering
fitness rate of any chromosome, formula (4), then by the rate of 15 percent of children population from chromosomes of
parents population which have low fitness are transferred to the next generation without any change, i.e. better part, of
parents population.
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At the second stage, we use the next one-third of children population utilizing SB-PMX algorithm (Sector BasePartially Mapped Crossover) which has been studied in detail by Enzehya, in [11], and run SB-PMX algorithm through
selecting parents randomly from total parent’s population, in which the permutation feature of genes is maintained in
chromosomes. In SB-PMX, after crossover of two chromosomes with permutation, considering that time intervals of
presented courses will be in contact, chromosome undergoes restoration, and the presented courses which are in contact
with other course, are transferred to other free time in the same chromosome in order to solve the problem.
It should be mentioned that if the restoration of created chromosome is not possible, the created child will be deleted
and crossover is performed again. At the same time, crossover of Constraint of normal and special classes is performed
separately and in pairs, i.e. normal class part of first chromosome will be considered as a separate chromosome, and it
will only crossover with special class part of second chromosome.
6. Mutation
The function of Mutation operator is to prevent from homogeneity of population and entrapment of algorithms into
local optimized position. In the proposed method, our idea about implementation of mutation is to do mutation at 3
different states: to determined mutation rate, so that in fact three mutation are considered as one mutation at 3 stages.
The first and second mutation is the one in which time of a introduced course and its instructor is replaced by the
time of other course along with its instructor in acceptable limitation randomly (this action is execute only in special or
normal class interval which leads to lack of invalid responses).
For this purpose, however, presented class time is checked with second course time so that interchange of two genes
would be possible. If interchange is not possible, the free time after and before each course will be checked, respectively,
in order that there will be sufficient free time for interchange. For interchanging of two genes, courses time should be
equal or there should be sufficient free time before and after them, so there will be no interference and mutation on two
genes becomes possible. It is noteworthy that if interchange was not possible, the other two genes would be selected
randomly and operations would be repeated as it is observed in figure (2).

Fig. 2. Display of type I mutation in a
In the second mutation, a number of instructors in any chromosome are interchanged by other instructors in the
same chromosome, however, in this mutation, course group of instructor is considered with presented course and the skill
of instructor for teaching new course, and instructor pair is selected from instructors list randomly, therefore course
interchange of each instructor pair is possible. There are usually at least one instructor pair is possible. There is usually at
least one instructor pair in each chromosome for interchanging their courses.
However, if this possibility does not exist, this stage of mutation will not occur. A sample of this mutation has been
presented in figure (3).

Fig. 3. Display of type II mutation in a chromosome
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In the third mutation, a free space is selected randomly from successive time and then one of the presented courses
along with instructor is transferred to it. It should be mentioned that if there is no appropriate free time for mutation in
chromosome, this stage of mutation will not occur. Figure 4: Exhibits a sample of mutation.

Fig. 4. Display of type III mutation in a chromosome
It is noteworthy that if the population moves toward homogeneity through repeating generations, mutation rate
gradually increases in order to prevent homogeneity which will be discussed in Implementation part.
7. Fitness function
Fitness function indicates acceptability rate of chromosome. In this case, a fine has been considered for not following
above mentioned Constraints which is defined as follows:
(5)
( )=∑ ∗
+∑ ∗
Where, i refers to proposed chromosome, Hi is total weight of violated hard Constraints related to desired
chromosome,
is a constant for increasing the pressure on hard Constraints weight, Si refers to total weight of
violated soft Constraints related to desired chromosome, and
is a constant for determining the pressure on soft
Constraints weight. We always have
=5∗
,
is value one for violation of any constraint.
8. Selection Function
In this section, we select once more the primary population from created children population chromosomes after
running genetic operators on chromosomes with respect to fitness of each chromosome. Considering various tests which
have been performed through different methods, the best result has been obtained from integrating two three-axis and
tournament roulette wheel Method. So that selecting 60% population is done through creating three-axis Roulette wheel
on total population. In figure (5), a sample for three chromosomes is presented which selection probability of each is
specified in relation to fitness.

Fig. 5. Display of three-axis Roulette wheel
In this method, fitness rate of each chromosome determines selection chance of each chromosome and remained 40
percent are selected through selecting tournament where Chromosomes compete with each other in pairs. It should be
mentioned that selection is done from 1.5- folds of primary population, and children number is more than parent’s
number according to formula (3).
9. Initialization
We use possible method randomly and independent from fitness but considering performance of some of hard
Constraint having permutation quality, for initialize primary population chromosomes, and we take into account some of
soft Constraints during creation of primary population for obtaining good results. Chromosomes generally suffer from
low fitness in primary population because soft and hard Constraints are not applied completely to initialization.
This is because if we want to apply all of the soft and hard Constraints, creation of primary population will be very
difficult and inapplicable, and if we consider none of them in creating population, speed and chance of finding optimized
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response will decrease, therefore, we consider none of them in creating population, speed and chance of finding
optimized response will decrease, therefore, we consider initialization semi random rather completely random.
Considering what was mentioned, initially some conditions are checked during creation of primary population
which there is no need to solve them as Constraints with respect to permutation in genetic operators. They are as follows:
- Each special or normal class is placed in its own part.
- No course has time interference with other course in a class.
- Those courses are considered that should be scheduled totally or separately.
- All the presented courses should be included in chromosome and if this is not possible, the user will be
informed after searching and computation, that this rate of courses cannot be scheduled in these numbers of classes.
Items that influence finding of response in creating primary population none randomly are as follows.
- Class capacity is taken into account during course allocation.
- Instructors priority for course presentation is taken into account as far as possible.
- Class facilities and equipment are taken into account as far as possible.
10. Implementation
In this section, we deal with method, order and stages of realizing presented algorithm. As we consider in the
initialization section, after determining number of parents and children population we initialize parents as primary
population semi randomly, then we compute fitness rate of each chromosome (according to formula (4)), and finally we
run goal test function on population. It is considerable that goal test function is a function that checks fitness rate of
chromosomes individually to determine whether the related chromosome response is optimal or not. Here, criterions of
goal test function are to test existence zero of hard Constraint fitness rate, existence zero of fitness rate of some soft
Constraints and existence minimized of the other Constraints so that if goal chromosome was found in this function, at
first sample of that chromosome is stored as a answer, and production components of some other Constraints so that if
goal chromosome is found as an answer, and generation components of some other generation are given to algorithm
before stopping the run in order that there will be more probability to create optimal answer by running genetic operators
on optimal chromosome.
At the next step, we run crossover operator on primary population, and as we discussed in the step of crossover
operation, children population is created, and then we run fitness run calculation and target test functions on population.
Mutation operator is run on children population. We should know if mutation rate is constant, there will be the risk of
being trapped in local maximum; therefore, mutation rate increases or decrease and it is run on population with high rate
in order to avoid this problem.
At the next step, after running fitness computational function on chromosomes, selection function is run on children
chromosomes, and it replaces with primary population through above-mentioned method. As it was represented in
formulation section, children population size was obtained using the formula ℎ
=
∗ 1.5, therefore creating
more children and increasing the possibility of creating good response and selecting new primary population from
children become possible. Here, in this purposed algorithm we will observe results of Implementation section that using
this method will lead to satisfactory results. Above-mentioned steps are execute until the specified rate for generation
number ends or optimal response would be found.
11. Results of Implementation
As we mentioned above, in proposed genetic algorithm, initialization is semi randomly in special chromosome
structure, and through various tests, different mutation and integration compared with normal genetic algorithms have
been considered. 15 percent of population is replicated in the next generation directly in order to cause good
chromosomes to be not lost.
For the purpose of comparing a normal genetic algorithm with advanced genetic algorithm which is more complete
than normal genetic algorithm and proposed genetic algorithm, tests have been performed the results of which are
explained and studied afterwards.
In the following diagrams, horizontal axis indicates generation iteration and vertical axis indicates fitness function
so that when fitness rate approaches zero, it shows good results. Also, Black lines show minimum fitness resulted from
evaluation function, and red lines specifies mean fitness of population. In all of tests, facilities are equal; faculty has 10
classes, 3 laboratories and 2 computer site. Also, all specifications and information about courses, classes and instructors
are similar and they have been extracted from courses set of Engineering faculty of Tabriz University. Moreover,
integration and mutation with independent probabilities are performed on all chromosomes. It is noteworthy that the
proposed algorithm has been testes on courses of Islamic University, Ilkhchi Branch, which has represented acceptable
scheduling proposed algorithm.
Running Normal Genetic Algorithm
We have considered initialization completely random in running normal genetic algorithm. We assume integration
rate as 65% and mutation rate as 6%, and number of primary population and number of children are equal. At this stage,
genetic operators are applied as follows:
- Mutation is done as interchanging of tow genes irrespective of interference probability.
- Crossover as 3-point crossover has been considered on total population in which permutation is not taken into
account.
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- New generation selection is realized through generational method in which total primary population is replaced by
children.

Fig. 6. Fitness curve of running normal genetic algorithm
As it is shown is figure (6), primary tables have very low fitness and even after 2000 generation, there are 55 tables of
this type which is very low compared with fitness rates obtained from the proposed algorithm; in contrast to proposed
method, fitness curve is not completely descending because there is no guarantee for losing optimal chromosome in each
generation due to lack of direct duplication of some better chromosomes. Later, we will see that change in normal genetic
algorithm increases intensively the quality of produced timetable.
Running Advanced Genetic Algorithm Respecting Some Constraints
Although rates and information on problem and previous runs are the same, classes are scheduled in two separate
parts, i.e. normal class and special class.
As it is seen in figure 8, the initial rate of chromosomes fitness is different in comparison with normal genetic
algorithms.
Running conditions are as follows:
We consider initialization as semi random in running advanced genetic algorithm. We assume integration, mutation
rate for initialization, and variable in relation to homogeneity of fitness rates as 66%, 4% and 8%, respectively. Also,
primary population and children population are equal.
At this stage, genetic operators are run as follows
- Mutation is done as displacement of two genes considering interference possibility.
- Crossover as PMX is considered on total population in which permutation is taken into account.
- Selection of new generation is realized through 45% direct transfer method from better part of children population to
primary population and selection as tournament on remained 65% of population.

Fig. 7. Fitness curve of running advanced genetic algorithm
After running this algorithm as figure (7), results of running seem better than normal genetic algorithm. Fitness rate
approached 29 after running 2000 generations and as it is observed the curve is descending, and due to direct duplication
of half of better population to parent population, the probability of optimal chromosomes loss is eliminated.
12. The Results of Running Proposed New Algorithm Curve of results obtained from running proposed
Algorithm for presented courses has been shown in figure (8). The results of this test is better that using standard
genetic algorithm, and as we mentioned above, in addition to hard Constraints, some soft Constraints have also been
considered in creating primary population which has caused the initial fitness rat of chromosomes to decrease. As you
see, in testing with more advanced genetic algorithms, fitness is limited to above 29 after about 2000 generation
iterations, however, in running proposed algorithm, fitness reaches below 10 after about 1401 generation iteration; and
finally it reaches 8. Since on third of population is replication directly on the next generation through proposed method,
fitness rate of new population will not be less than fitness rate of population in previous generations. Rather, there is
fluctuation in mean fitness of population.
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Fig. 8. Fitness curve of running proposed genetic algorithm
13. Conclusion
The present paper examined genetic algorithm properties as an appropriate tool for optimizing TTP responses that
even show better result than memetic algorithms. Then the problem of designing TTP for university courses was
introduced as an applied problem, and a standard genetic solution was represented to it. We prevented the algorithm from
converging through creating changes in mutation, and desired results were obtained through integration, chromosome
structure, obtained through integration, chromosome structure, transferring better one 15 percent population to the next
generation, semi random initialization and other changes applied to normal genetic algorithm and some changes from last
purposed memetic algorithm. Also, it become clear that avoiding completely random initialization and attempting to
avoided local minimums through manipulating mutation parameter and deleting repeated chromosomes and displacing
them by remaining better chromosomes in children population increased genetic algorithm efficiency.
In particular, non-global searches such as genetic algorithm, precocious convergence leads to population uniformity
and being trapped in a local optimum. The result shows that proposed genetic algorithm is effective in designing
timetables for a college, and produced tables can reach better fitness than responses created through normal genetic
algorithms. Research results concentrate on efficiency of localized methods based on normal and standard evolutionary
algorithm. It should out on timetables of college examinations the favorable results of which verify the results and
reasoning’s presented in the present paper.
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